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FOUR-WIRE SERVICE ENTRANCE IS REQUIRED

The NEC requires that a manufactured home be served by
four wires.  Two of the wires are current-carrying "hot" wires.
The third is a neutral wire, which is necessary to complete 120
volt circuits.  The fourth is a grounding wire, which provides
electricity a path to ground if a short circuit should occur.

The electrical panel in a manufactured home (see Diagram #1)
contains two separate connection bars - one for the neutral
wires (insulated in white or yellow) and one for the grounding
wires (bare copper or insulated in green).  The neutral bar will
be insulated from the rest of the metal enclosure with Bakelite
or plastic brackets.  The grounding bar is bonded directly to the
metal enclosure.  Neutral and grounding wires must not be
connected to each other in the panel or anywhere else in the
home.

A very important step in hooking up a manufactured home,
which is often overlooked, is checking for interconnections or
continuity between neutral wires and ground wires in the home.
Such a connection could result in a serious shock hazard
should the wiring develop a short.  A visual check of the
electrical panel and a continuity check between the neutral bar
and grounding bar with an ohm meter (continuity tester) should
help you locate any potential problems.  We recommend you
arrange for an electrician to make a continuity check if you are
unsure about the wiring or if you are not familiar with operating
an ohm meter.
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Because of the metal-frame design of manufactured homes, a
#6 solid copper wire must run from the ground bar down to the
metal frame of the home.  This grounding wire should be
bonded to the frame with a mechanical lug.  (This wire is
usually factory-installed in new homes.)

Clothes dryers and ranges in manufactured homes must be
connected to four-wire circuits (See Diagram #2).  Factory
installed appliances are usually wired correctly.  Clothes dryers
and ranges that are not factory installed are usually not wired
correctly for installation in manufactured homes.  Instructions
and diagrams for connecting these appliances in manufactured
homes are posted on the backs of the appliances.

INSTALLING UNDERGROUND WIRE

Exterior wiring between the REMC's meter location and the
manufactured home is the owner's responsibility.  Diagrams
are included in this booklet to show the proper underground
installation.

· The wire must be "URD" or "USE" type.  Both are
rated for direct burial use.

· Any wires above ground level must be protected with
conduit that extends 18 inches into the soil.  Metal
conduit or rigid nonmetallic conduit and fittings may be
used.  Plastic water pipe is not acceptable.
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